
Marshall Inu is more than a meme coin; it is an entire movement capable of shaking mount 
Olympus at its core. And our Marshall Army is the vibrant community driving the heart of it!

The Marshall community was forged in the fires of the crypto market, imbued with the spirit to 
fight on and overcome all challenges in order to succeed. This overwhelming energy is poured into 
our global marketing efforts as every single hour; tireless Marshalls are spreading the word of 
Marshall Inu on Twitter, Instagram, TikTok, Telegram channels, and Stocktwits, bringing Marshall 
Inu to their favorite fighters, influencers, and celebrities attention!
The Marshall Inu community is the best community marketing force in the crypto space.

In terms of organic social engagement, Marshall Inu competes with industry leaders who have 
many times the market cap of MRI. This is a remarkable trend and testament to our Marshall Army. 
With such strong support consistently, even in challenging market conditions, it’s only a matter of 
time before the market cap of MRI will reflect the true intrinsic value of our community, as we walk
the road to billions* as one.
0% buy tax forever!

Marshalls understand that they are involved in a movement of extremely high potential, not just any
crypto project. As a movement, Marshall Inu’s success depends on its social appeal and spread, 
which is exactly why the Marshall Inu community and team works as hard as they can every single 
day. With time, Marshalls will RISE, and become one of the most successful crypto projects in 
history.

For several months, Marshall Inu has been the center of attention in the cryptocurrency space as the 
project that is making a real difference in the Mixed Martial Arts world. Our meme-token project 
was created on the foundation that the fighting community deserves more recognition, and we want 
to support them in exchange for all that they do for us. Over the course of our project, we have 
made tremendous progress across multiple different platforms. We have achieved many significant 
accomplishments during this period. Some of these include:

Donations & Partnerships

We have donated over 5 million dollars (USD) to over 500 MMA athletes/organizations around the 
world, many athletes who have become brand ambassadors for Marshall Inu including Kamaru 
Usman, Ian Heinisch, Kevin Holland, Brendan Allen, David Leduc, Mark Striegl and many others. 
In addition, we have partnered with several established fight promotions and have done entire 
takeovers where we were able to successfully contribute bonuses to their fighters.

These fight promotions include LFA, Cage Warriors, Ultimate Battlegrounds and several others. We
have provided additional “Marshall of the Night” bonuses to fighters that have been voted for by the
community as having the best performance of the fight night. Furthermore, we were successfully 
able to donate to fighter-based charities such as Bryce Mitchell’s children’s foundation. We were 
also able to sponsor entire gyms internationally in countries like Brazil to allow locals to train there 
and pursue their dream without worrying about expenses.

In terms of crypto partnerships, Marshall Inu has been successful in working with strong and 
credible groups to form mutually beneficial relationships. One of our biggest crypto partnership is 
with Exponential Capital ($EXPO) — they have been yield farming our treasury at a significant 
return rate which has increased our funds and allows us to further realize our mission of supporting 
the fighters.



In addition, we have also partnered with Cryptocart.cc, which allows $MRI holders to exchange 
their tokens for gift cards thereby making $MRI a spendable, multi-use token. Another partnership 
we have is with Mysticbets.io, an online crypto-based sports betting site in which users can gamble 
their $MRI. These partnerships are geared towards furthering the utility of the coin and to help 
ensure the longevity of the project.

Social Advancement

Marshall Inu has made a splash across the different social media platforms garnering over 25,000 
twitter followers and over 10,000 Instagram followers. We have promoted our projects and 
accomplishments via billboards across the world in major cities such as Las Vegas, New York and 
Sydney.
MRI Billboard -Times SQ NYC

We launched a YouTube podcast named “Mixed Marshall Arts” which has featured several MMA 
legends including, Alexander Volkanovski, Aljamain Sterling, Chael Sonnen, Marvin Vettori, Rose 
Namajunas, to name but a few.

We had a custom-tailored rap song made for Marshall Inu featuring world-renowned artist Rich the 
Kid

We continue to promote and drive our project with the help of our worldwide ads campaign across 
Google, Facebook, Instagram, TikTok and YouTube. This has been facilitated by our ever-
expanding team which features over 30 members plus an additional 5 professional MMA fighters on
board.

Cryptocurrency-Based Advancements

Over the past three months we have achieved
-10,000 unique token holders
-Over 14.5% of supply permanently burned
-solidity finance audit
-BSC Bridge
-LP staking
-Single staking
-MRI Merch store launch
-FIAT on-ramp
-15 CEX Listings
-Removed buy tax permanently

Marshall Inu Roadmap V2 and Future Goals

At MRI, we are always looking to progress further and achieve more. We are pleased to present our 
updated roadmap which features our goals for the future and what work towards together with our 
community. The full roadmap will be available on our website, but there are some key goals that we
would like to highlight.

Very soon we will announce our limited edition Marshall Inu NFT collection! NFT holders will 
receive invitations to events varying from fight nights to meet and greet opportunities to a weekend 
at the Marshall Mansion in Las Vegas, Nevada where they will get to hang and party with MMA 
athletes and fellow Marshalls!
MRI NFT Sneak Peek



All NFT profit will be funneled back into the project via buybacks and adding to liquidity to ensure 
stability and increased growth for the project. Furthermore, we will be implementing a P2E game 
that will feature our collection to allow our holders the further opportunity to reap rewards and 
benefit from the project.

We have also been officially registered as an official Liability Limited Company, which will open 
the doors to many potential opportunities including deeper partnerships with fight promotions, the 
establishment of our own fight promotion, getting our token listed on T1 centralized exchanges and 
much,much more. Through this vehicle we will work to make Marshall Inu the one-stop destination
for anything MMA-related including our own MMA news publishing division, sportsbook. 
gambling outlet and much more.

Discord will be open to public very soon and here will be specific discussion threads and voice 
channels that will regularly feature MMA fighters and personalities so that the community can 
directly ask their questions and interact with them. There will be several events that we will host on 
our discord server including fighter companionship events and fighter meetups.

Over the coming months we aim to donate over Ten million dollars (USD) to over 1,000 MMA 
athletes. We will surpass 25,000 unique token holders, pass 100,000 followers on Twitter and 
Instagram and continue to grow our YouTube channel to be a genre leader. MRI was conceived and 
born into some of the toughest market conditions in recent years and we are here to stay!

We are the Marshall Army! We welcome new members to join our family and our fun movement - 
The best place to join us is through Telegram. We share constant updates, have voice chats, involve 
the community in our marketing efforts, and most importantly, have fun together!

Marshalls, we are here to CONQUER, ASSEMBLE, AND ONWARD WE MARCH!


